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By Kathi Oram Peterson

Teenacity Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. In a city of millions, can she find her one in a million? Romance in New York
has never been more alluring than in these four novellas. Avery is too hardcore for anything but
skateboard compe-titions. She d never team up with a costumed superhero, let alone go on stage
at Comic Con with him. Then there s hip hop instructor Lina. Her struggling dance studio must
compete on live TV against cocky teen boys from the CrossTrain Gym next door. When not just two
but four New York girls have this kind of pride on the line, first kisses come only at the price of a
stolen heart! Peterson s New York Holiday takes readers on an enjoyable adventure through New
York City, with the perfect blend of young love, humor, and suspense. -A.L. Sowards, award-
winning author of The Spider and the Sparrow, Covenant Books From laugh-out-loud humor to
heart-wrenching drama, Nikki Trionfo s intense, crisp style works its magic. -Kathleen Dougherty,
author of Moth to the Flame, Penguin Adult Ms. Mill s descriptive storytelling makes everything
from the smallest gadget ....
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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